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Vending problem in hostess 1 hands
By THOMAS CRONENBERG
A hostess will be employed on
campus beginning Jan. 4 in order
to solve problems in the much
disputed vending service at CD
officials at Ace Coffee Bar an¬
nounced at a recent meeting.
“This should help to solve some
of the problems we’ve en¬
countered,;’ said George Corbell,
sales manager for the Elginbased firm.
The hostess, hired by Ace, will
be on campus Monday through
Friday from 8:30 a.m. until 4
p.m., and will stock machines, re¬
fund money and call in any pro¬
blems to Elgin as soon as they oc¬
cur.
She will work in addition to the
route men who stock the CD
machines once daily.
‘Nothing new’ •
Ernest Gibson, director of aux¬
iliary services, noted that “this
plan is nothing new. It was
stipulated in our contract of last
March.”
Corbell explained that the ser¬
vice was indeed part of that con¬
tract, but that vending sales in
the summer quarter had not
merited the extra expenditure for
the hostess’ salary.
Sales are now up to the point
where this is feasible, he said.
We have seen this system work
at other places and it is worth the
money it will cost.”
Sales for October reached the
$47,000 mark.
Best financial picture
Gibson noted that “We have the
finest financial picture and finan¬
cial reporting that we have ever
seen now that we are with Ace.
We do not question finances at
all. There are other problems.”
The CD delegation, consisting
of SG leaders Keith Cornille and
tori Abruzzo, adviser Lucile
Friedli, Tom Usry, public safety
chief, Gibson and his secretary,
Karen Pedigo discussed problems

that the average student or
employe has with the machines
on a day-to-day basis.
“Breakdowns of machines are
our greatest problem,” Gibson
noted. “We constantly receive
calls from people who have to
cope with malfunctioning units.
Approximately three to five
machines are not working on
campus at any given time.”
Poor communication
Kenneth Malak, regional sales
manager for Ace, explained that
the problem was one of poor com¬
munication.
“Often, we don’t know that
machines at CD are broken. They
are in good working order when
our route men leave in the morn¬
ing, so we can only assume that
they are fine unless we are call¬
ed.”
In order to improve com¬
munication,' Gibson and Corbell
each agreed that a file of com¬
plaints would be kept. Each
would then know exactly what
problems occurred and when
they would be solved.
Poor communication would
also account for machines being
empty during the afternoon hours
or early Monday morning, Cor¬
bell noted. Gibson cited several
examples of machines that were
constantly empty, or poorly
stocked.
The mini-cafeterias on either
side of the second and third floors
of Building A were cited as trou¬
ble spots. Because of heavy use,
machines in those areas were
often empty, Gibson observed.
Building A priority
“Those are the most important
areas,” he said. “Building A is
where my students go; I have had
people call me and tell us that
service there should be improv¬
ed. For many these mini
cafeterias provide the only food
students eat while on campus.
Building A is my number one

priority.”
Corbell pointed out that “The
hostess should be able to solve the
problem of understocked
machines.” She will have a
refrigerator in her office where
she can store extra supplies, and
will be able to refill machines
during the daytime.”
Cornille suggested that a
showcase machine, one offering
about 30 products, be moved from
the Building K Campus Center in¬
to the Building A mini-cafeterias
to give students more variety.
Wants greater selection
Gibson agreed. “With the
cafeteria line located in K, those
machines don’t do much
business. It would be a good idea
to give people a bigger selection
in the Building A areas.”
Malak told the group that “If
you would like a machine moved
we can do it. With hostess service
we have much greater flexibili¬
ty.”
A drawback of the showcase
machine, Corbell added, was that
although it holds more variety, it
supplies less of each product, on¬
ly 15 of which could fit in. the
machine.
Outdated and spoiled foods
were also discussed. Pedigo men¬
tioned a problem with sour milk
in some machines.
Malek and Corbell assured the
group that Ace did everything
possible to keep products in
machines fresh.
In an earlier tour, CD delegates
had seen the complex. Many
brand-name products by com¬
panies such as Stewart’s,
Nestles, Lipton, Hershey and
Frito-Lay filled the warehouse.
Less well known names, such as
Vitner’s were also included.
Fresh products
“If no one knows the products,
they are not going to buy them,”
Corbell explained. “We are com¬
mitted to brand names.”

Trucks with products come in .
almost daily, he continued, and
products are shipped out almost
as soon as they reach the
warehouse, to insure freshness.
Other measures taken to insure
high quality are the baking of
pastries in the facilities kitchens.
Corbell noted that Ace is the only
firm in the Chicago area that
does its own baking. A similar
kitchen is set up for hot entrees.
Monthly meeting
A monthly meeting schedule

has been arranged so that com¬
munication between CD and Ace
might be improved.
“By next month’s meeting,”
commented Malak, “there should
be no more problems to discuss.
We should all sit here eating
creampuffs.”
Gibson indicated that he would
make a full report to the board of
trustees on the matter of vending
at the December board meeting
in reply to an inquiry by trustee
Diane Landry.

‘YORK DAY’ on CD campus found some 60 students
from York Community High School, Elmhurst, spending
most of day here on Dec. 2, attending mini-classes,
touring facilities and eating lunch in campus center.
COURIER photo by Roger Paulhus ^

Plans for SG'S electronic games stalled again
The installation of electronic games in
the Student Life Center has been stalled
again, student president Keith Cornille
announced at the Dec. 1 meeting of SG.
The matter of the games contract must
be put up for bid, he continued. Ad¬
ministration members Jiad “expressed
concern” over the contract that SG had
made with JPG Galaxy, an electronic
games vending company.
"SOME FELT THAT we might be able to
work out a more profitable arrangement,”
added Lucile Friedli, SG adviser.
In addition, Cornille revealed that a vote
taken to approve that contract with JPG
Galaxy on Nov. 20 was invalid, as a
quorum had not been present at that
special meeting.
"That meeting was not legal,” com¬
mented Patrice Ribando, executive direc¬
tor. “i personally was not aware of this
since 1 was unable to attend the meeting.”

INSIDE:
.

At the Dec. 2 meeting, motions were ap¬
proved that rescinded the original ap¬
proval of the contract, because it was not
legal.
140 TIME LIMIT has been set on the in¬
stallation of the machines.
“The matter has to go through all the
proper channels,” Cornille noted.
He added that, “Sg regrets the delay.
Jim Annes (finance committee chairman)
and I talked to Ernie Gibson, director of
auxiliary services, before we tqok any ac¬
tion on the matter back in October. We
understood that a bid was not necessary.”
RIBANDO NOTED THAT “Usually bids
are only necessary on items that are being
purchased. SG does not plan to buy the
games.”
Jim Gomick, a representative of JPG
Galaxy, felt that the SG board would have
received the best deal from that company
rather than going to bid on the issue.

Prairie
light
Review

“Our contract had everything you
wanted,” he added. “I don’t feel you will
get a better deal in bidding. As a new, in¬
dependent company, I feel that Galaxy can
give you a little more than the competi¬
tion.”
IN OTHER BUSINESS, petitions calling
for the resignation of student trustee Ted
Podgorski were distributed. SG members
plan to present the completed petitions to
the board in a meeting sometime soon “so
that it sees that we are completely serious
in this matter, and that we are clearly
representing the opinion of the students in
this,” Cornille added.
SG’s representative to the board of
trustees suggested boycotting its meetings
until Podgorski is removed from office,
but other directors questioned that pro¬
posal. It was put under consideration.
“I’M NOT SURE whether that is really in
our best interest,” said Ribando. “We

Outlook for
4-day week

Student
Work-study

Page 3

Page 7

must consider what this could do for the
image of our group. Also, I feel that we
should know what is going on at those
meetings. That is very important.”
SG’s central argument in the Podgorski
matter is that he cannot represent the
students because he is not a student. Il¬
linois Community College Board rules re¬
quire the student trustee to be enrolled in
at least eight credit hours per quarter in
which he serves.
College attorneys are investigating that
position, and will present an opinion as to
the legality of Pogorski’s sitting on the
trustee board at the next meeting, Harold
McAninch CD president revealed.
SG also approved $8,016 in expenses for
such bills as payment for bands in upcom¬
ing concerts, office supplies, mileage to
those students driving on college business,
and entrance fees to student conferences.

Lost in
parking lot?
Page 9
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Mew photo closses
A new class on color photography and
another dealing with photo craft techni¬
ques are being offered winter quarter.
Color Photography 201, code number
5PJNB, is scheduled to meet on .Tuesday
and Thursday from 6:30 to 10:20 p.m. in
M117. The five-hour course, taught by John
Church, deals in theory and techniques of
exposing and processing color
photographs.
Photo craft techniques and projects such
as silk screening, constructing collages
and making masks will be the focus of
Photography 225, code number 5PQNA,
which meets Fridays from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The five-hour course will be taught by
Judith Wilker.
Class sessions will be open for lab activi¬
ty and students may work out additional
lab time with the instructor if necessary.

Open house
The Health Service will hold its annual
open house from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Wednes¬
day and Thursday, Dec. 9 and 10 in A3H.
Hot cider and popcorn will be served in a
Christmas atmosphere.

Amqhl to visit
Menotti’s Christmas opera, “Amahl and
the Night Visitors,” will be performed on
Saturday, Dec. 12 at 1 and 3 p.m.
The production is staged and conducted
by Harold Bauer, with an orchestra com¬
prised of members of New Philharmonic,
and a Shepherd’s Chorus, which joins the
College Chamber Singers with other com¬
munity residents.
Robert Hicks of St. Charles will perform
the role of Amahl. The mother will be sung
by Georgette Reims of Lombard.
The three Kings are Dale McCurdy of
Naperville as Melchior, Raymond Johnson
of Wheaton as Balthazar, and Harold Tem¬
ple of Glen Ellyn as Kaspar. Daniel Haley
of Lombard will be the page.
Tickets for non-reserved seats are $1;
senior citizens will be admitted free.

Mazurek elected
John Mazurek, CD’s purchasing agent,

has been elected vice chairman of the Pur¬
chasing and Supply Management
Research Committee of the Association of
School Business Officials.

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

Hair
Center

Campus scene
Issue 2 coming
The next issue of the Prairie Light
Review will be ready on Jan. 14, 1982.
Guidelines for submissions are available
in the Humanities office, A3098.

Bus route revised
Central DuPage bus route 715 recently
began offering service to the apartment
complexes south of 22nd Street near the in¬
tersection of 22nd and Lorraine.
Under the new schedule. Route 715 no
longer operates on Buena Vista. North¬
bound trips follow the regular route to the
college. Buses then pull into Building A,
head directly west on 22nd Street, cross
Lambert and stop at the school bookstore
before proceeding west on 22nd to Lor¬
raine. Southbound trips operate in reverse.
In addition, adjustments have been
made in the timetables to reflect recent
schedule changes on trains arriving at the
Burlington Northern train station in West¬
mont and the Chicago and North Western
train station in Glen Ellyn.
Route 715 provides all-day service to CD,
Yorktown Mall, Wheaton College,
Brookhaven Plaza, Westmont Village
Hall, Westmont train station, Glen Ellyn
and Wheaton stations and the DuPage
Center, as well as to residential and
business areas. Buses operate from ap¬
proximately 6:10 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.

Tux shelters
A breakfast seminar on “Small Business
Tax Shelters” will be presented by the
Business and Professional Institute from
7:30 a.m. to noon Wednesday, Dec. 9, in the
Itasca Country Club.
Seminar topics will be “How Do the New
Tax Changes Affect Us?” “How to Effec¬
tively Use a Corporation” and “Pension
and Profit Sharing Programs.”
Cost of the program, including
breakfast, is $45 for members of the Small
Business Council of Greater O’Hare
Association, $55 for non-members. Preregistration is required.
Further information is available at ext.
2180.

On governing board
Charles Ellenbaum, anthropology in¬
structor, recently was elected to the gover¬
ning board of the Community College
Social Science Association.

690-6160
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FOR SALE

’74 Vega, new brakes & carburetor,
4-speed, AM/FM stereo, four Tiempo tires, and five others. 40,000
miles. One owner. $975 or best offer.
Call Lavia, ext. 2090 (days) or 4200809 (nights).
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Vocalist Cheryl Burns will be featured in
“The Summer Wind,” “Portrait of My
Love” and “Fools Rush In.”
Robert Marshall will conduct both bands.
Santa Claus and the elves will visit, and
refreshments will be served.

to THe
4 S • •

Chorole opener

Pqyments for mqtii

The DuPage Chorale, under director Lee
Kesselman, will present its first concert of
the 1981-82 season at 8 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 6,
in the Performing Arts Center of Building
M.
The chorale, formerly known as the
Community Chorus, will perform works by
Gabrieli, Pinkham, Paynter and Respighi
in celebration of the Christmas season.
Appearing as soloists in the Respighi
“Laud to the Nativity” will be soprano
Deleme Hays of Chicago, mezzo-soprano
Joyce Avery and tenor Steve Hopeman,
both of Wheaton.
Avery and Hopeman will also sing solos
in the double choir motet “In Ecclesiis” by
Giovanni Gabrieli, a work which, like the
Daniel Pinkham “Christmas Cantata,” is
accompanied by brass choir and organ.
Barbara Geis, accompanist for the
chorale, will play the organ on both pieces.
Professional instrumentalists from the
Chicago area will assist in the per¬
formance.

Students may be eligible to receive
Basic Grant payments for Mathematics
050,061,062,070 and 080.
Further information is available in the
Financial Aid Office, K142.

Christmqs concert
The concert band and jazz ensemble will
present a Christmas concert for children
at 3 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 5, in the Perform¬
ing Arts Center of Building M.
The concert band’s program will include
“Christmas Music for Winds” — carols ar¬
ranged by John Cacavas; “Sleigh Ride”
by Leroy Anderson; and “Music for the
Christmas Season” by M. Max McKee, a
medley of Christmas melodies with slides
and audience participation.
Don Gillis’ “The Man Who Invented
Music” will feature Maureen Montague on
piano and narration by Jack Weiseman,
associate dean of Humanities.
Two youngsters will be selected from the
audience to conduct the band in the CD
Fight Song.
The jazz ensemble will perform “It Ain’t
Necessarily So,” “Satin Doll,” “Pleasing¬
ly Plump” and “Kid Charlemagne.”

Art exhibit
Three members of the Monmouth Col¬
lege faculty currently are exhibiting their
art work in the CD gallery during the an¬
nual faculty exchange program. The ex¬
hibit will continue until Dec. 6.
George L. Waltershausen is showing
prints and sculptures; Harlow B. Blum,
collages; and Frederick Hintze, ceramics

Engineering graphics
Engineering Graphics 101 is being of¬
fered for the first time on Saturdays begin¬
ning Jan. 9 from 8 a.m. to 1:50 p.m.
The introductory course in the bachelor
of engineering transfer program includes
basic sketching and drawing with in¬
struments, and projection theory.
Robert Harvey, ext. 2418 or 2010/11, can
provide further information.

File petitions
Students who expect to complete re¬
quirements for a degree in the Winter or
Spring Quarter should file a “Petition for
the Degree” as soon as possible. Petition
forms are available in the Records Office
K105 and K106, and in the Advising Center
A2012. Completed Petitions must be
returned to the Records Office in person or
by mail.
Filing a Petition will allow the gradua¬
tion department to evaluate all credit
earned and to notify the student or re¬
quirements still outstanding for the degree
desired.

We are
a 2-year school, too
Polish your professional
training at NCE. You can
complete your final two years
by studying such topics as
stress management, crisis inter¬
vention and child abuse prevention,
you enjoy children, work on a degree
in elementary education. Call or write us
for particulars.
Coral Rupprecht
Evanston campus
Lombard campus
(312) 256-5150
2 S 361 Glen Park Rd.
Chicago campus
Lombard, III. 60148
(312) 621-9650
(312) 629-5077

NATIONAL
COLLEGE OF
EDUCATION

Typewriters

Allen Office Machines
653-2330
612 E. St. Charles Rd., Carol Stream
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No 4-day week planned, except summers
By BEV JIRSA
Given its popularity with the majority of
students and employes and the savings to
the college, CD will probably continue the
four-day week next summer, according to
Ron Lemme, vice president of planning.
But it would be a “mistake,” he
asserted, to go to a four-day schedule in a
quarter other than summer. “It’s hard to
keep up the schedule of four 10-hour days,”
he commented. “However, it’s something
to look forward to in the summer.”
THE FOUR-DAY week saved CD an
estimated $46,000 last summer, according
to a report issued by the college’s Office of
Institutional Research.
The bulk of the savings, resulted from
closing Building A Friday through Sunday
during the 12 summer weeks. This
decreased electricity use for airconditioning, dehumidification, and park¬
ing and building lights by an estimated
550,436 kilowatt hours.
ANOTHER SAVINGS WAS a decreased
expenditure on employe salaries, resulting
from the reduced work hours of those who
took days off without pay.
In addition, the total mileage saved by
students, faculty and staff driving to cam¬
pus one less day a week was about 155,540
in summer, 1980, according to an earlier
report.

However, asserted Carol Wallace of the
Office of Institutional Research, dollar

Closed campus
With the coming of the holiday season,
the college will be officially closed for five
days — Dec. 23, 24, 25 and 31 and Jan. 1 —
during which time no services will be pro¬
vided.

savings would not be enough of a reason to
stick with the four-day week if students’
grades went down.
Statistics show they haven’t.
The closing of Building A on Friday
meant that classes that would have met
five days a week were “condensed” into
four longer class periods.
COMPARISONS OF THE condensed
classes of 1981 to the five day classes of
summer 1979 showed lower withdrawal
and failure rates and higher grade point
averages in this year’s condensed classes.
Furthermore, said Wallace, “employes
like the four day week and, from what we
could tell, students like it.”

difficult to fit into a
schedule.

full-time work

But the revised classes don’t make that
much difference,
Lindsey asserted.
“They’re talking about a difference of a
half an hour.”
Lindsey often advises these students to
reduce their class load.
“I THINK WE serve students just as
well ” with the four-day week, Lindsey
maintained.
Not all teachers agree.
Ruth Nechoda, dean of Natural Sciences,
reported that some members of her divi¬
sion feel that the four-day week has
“disadvantages, as far as the education of

In a survey circulated in summer, 1980,
71 percent of students responding prefer¬
red the four-day schedule; 80 percent of
faculty were in favor; and 73 percent of
non-teaching employes preferred it.

the students goes. Are the students served
as well educationally?” she queried.
“That is the $64 question. I guess that as
the years go by, we’ll gather more
statistics.”
Several administrators expressed
doubts about productivity during the 10hour days. One dean noted that “produc¬
tivity decreases somewhat by around 5
p.m. The secretaries do get tired.”
One secretary commented bluntly, “I
hate the 10-hour day. A lot of secretaries
didn’t do it this year. They either took a
vacation day or a day without pay.”
These were alternate options available
- to employes.

$1000

$1000

DINNER

However, not everyone is doing hand¬
stands over the four-day week.

FOR

STARTERS

In summer, 1980, a small percentage of
students surveyed reduced their
courseload due to difficulty in scheduling
the lengthened classes. Other problems
reported dealt with arranging work hours,
transportation or babysitting.

VALUE

SOUP OF THE DAY-SALAD BAR
-GARLIC BREAD

BEVERAGE

TWO
$14.95

any soil drink
in a frosted mug

a Frosted Slein ot Beer or Glass Rose-Red-White Wine

PIZZA IN THE PAN

STILL ANOTHER DRAWBACK was the
lack of access to the Learning Lab and
computer labs on weekends. The Learning
Lab compensated by remaining open from
7 a.m. to 10 p.m. the remaining four days.
Martha Thomas, director of the
Learning Lab, reported “very little pro¬
blem” with students complaining of the
lack of weekend hours.

Small Cheese plus any one available ingredient
each additional Ingredient at menu prices.

oAmo/cf’s

1G<mkI thru Dw. 31, 1981 .

'^9*

\es/atiran/
1180 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137
Phone

Not valid with any other
offers, coupons, or discount

Daniel Lindsey, dean of Humanities,
remarked that some students came to him

627-6990 £

MUST PRESENT COUPON WHEN ORDERING

complaining that condensed classes were

COUNTRY CRAFTS LTD.
• GRUMBACHER oils and acrylics
• SHIVA oils
• LIQUITEX oils and acryl ics and watercolors
25% off with valid CD I.D.
Not valid for children under 10 years.

Command Performance
272 E. Geneva Rd.
Wheaton
668-7855
M-F 10-8
Sat. 9-5

• WINSON & NEWTON watercolors
• REMBRANDT oils
• WEBER oils and acrylics
• DA VINCI oils

Complete hairstyling for men & women i

When
it comes
to cars...

• GRUMBACHER brushes
• LOEW-CORNELL brushes

We’re driving down
the cost of insurance.
Call and compare!

Mike Fetz
837 S. Westmore
Lombard
629-6060

• FREDRIX canvas panels
• FREDRIX stretcher canvas
• FREDRIX strecther strips

AMERICAN FAMILY
MSURANCE

AUTO HOME BUSINESS HEALTH UFE
American Family Mutual Insurance Co.
Madison, Wis.

Meadowbrook Shopping Center
2151 West 63rd St. Downers Grove 968-4340

HOURS;
MON.-FRI. 9-9
SAT. 9-5, SUN. 11-4

4 News
CD grods — where ore they today?
Courier/DecemberS, 1981

Results of surveys that monitored the
progress of CD students who were
graduated from the college in 1978 and 1980
recently were announced by the Research
and Planning Office.
The study focusing on the 1978 graduates
found that

•80 percent had full-time jobs in 1981,
versus 50 percent in 1979;
•65 percent of those who transferred
have been graduated and 32 percent are
still pursuing a bachelor’s degree;
•72 percent of the employed graduates
are working in a field related to their

Introducing.

■'PRAIRIE LIG1

REVIEW
The Humanities Society Publication, sponsored by CD students and
including creative works of the community as well as those of the
student body and faculty, is now accepting the following submissions:

Art, aphorism, essay, poetry, short story (fiction, non/fiction,
children’s stories, classical, futuristic, scientific, philosophical,
nonsensical, mystery), photography.

Send to: Prairie Liuht Review, c/o Courier Barn
or call: Marv A. Swanson, editor, ext. 2131
Allan B. Carter, ext. 2124

Watch for January 14, 1982 edition

Ear Kuff

Feather Jewelry

The
A thin metallic band
which fits snugly
around the ear. Hand
crafted by Navajo
Indians in Arizona.

14 kt. Gold
chains &
charms

Feather combs,
hatclips and
earrings. Custom
feathers available.

Authentic American
Indian Jewelry
• Zuni • Santo
• Navajo
Domingo
• Hopi

50% OFF

Ear piercing every day!

education;
•57 percent are employed in the district,
35 percent in Illinois and 8 percent outside
the state;
•89 percent have advanced in their jobs
since being graduated from CD;
•The graduates are averaging $15,560 in
annual salary, with those working full time
earning $16,475, and those employed part
time making $7,923. Earnings increased 22
percent for full-time graduates and 12 per¬
cent for part-time graduates over the
figures reported by this class two years
ago.
The above data is based on responses
received from 25 percent of the 1978
graduates.
How well are the 1980 graduates faring?
The survey suggested that, with regard to
transferring students,
•54 percent of the respondents had gone
on to a four-year institution, with 90 per¬
cent of these attending a college or univer¬
sity within Illinois;
•61 percent planned to be graduated

from their four-year school in 1981 or 1982
32 percent, later than that. Only 3 percent
had discontinued their studies, while 4 per¬
cent were going to transfer again;
•80 percent viewed CD as being equal or
superior to their transfer school in terms
of the quality of teaching and the
helpfulness of instructors.
Among employed graduates, on the
other hand,
•81 percent had full-time or part-time
jobs; 2 percent were still seeking employ¬
ment. Eleven percent indicated “other"
and 6 percent, homemaker, as their
primary post-graduation activity;
•56 percent were in a field directlyrelated to their training, and 20 percent in
occupations somewhat related to their
education;
•The average annual wage of full-time
workers was $15,140; part-time workers
$5,970.
Of the 1,412 students surveyed from the
1980 graduating class, 440 (31 percent)
responded.

Modify 2 humanities courses
By MICHAELAGNEW
Two introductory humanities courses have been modified to provide a more
thorough overview of the ways in which the arts and human sciences influence
students’ thoughts and values, according to Dan Lindsey, dean of Humanities.
Humanities 101, “The Arts” and Humanities 102, “Ideas and Values,” have each
been increased to five credit hours, enabling students to fulfill Area B requirements in
two quarters rather than three.
Lindsey stressed that these are “overview” courses designed to stimulate aesthetic
tastes and hoped that people would use them as a starting point for further ventures
into the humanities.
Non-majors will “benefit greatly” by exposure to cultural events that might be
bypassed in a vocational or technical program, Lindsey said.
Working students should know that instructors may require attendance at outside
events but that class time will be provided when possible.
Two selected topic courses, Humanities 190 (code 6M9NA) “Women in American
Society” and Humanities 190 (code 6M9NB) “American Musical Theater,” have also
been added as part of a general revision of the humanities department.

The Snow Owl
in the Banyan Tree Mall
;

BOGART’Si

512 W. Lake Streat

Downtown Glen Ellyn
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Shopping Canter
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LEWIS-1
C/D STUDENTS!
Do You Want a Bachelor’s Degree?
Lewis Offers:

e Wide choice of programs
e Liberal transfer policy
#

Daytime and evening schedules

e Individual attention
e Credit for job and life experience
e Easy commuting or campus housing
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C/D AND LEWIS MAKE A GREAT COMBINATION
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Inhere you get more for your money ...
WE HAVE IT ALL.
Records # 8 Track# ^Cassettes • Tape Cases
• Blank Tapes
"45's" Top Rock 45's & Country
Record & Tape Cleaning Supplies • Jewelry
Many New Releases LP's on Sale • Posters
• Buttons & Patches
We Special Order LP's & Tapes
• Rock Mirrors
Giant Wall Hangings
• T-Shirts (Concert)
8x10 Rock Concert Pictures

Apply Now for Spring Semester
Registration opens Dec. 1
Classes Begin Jan. 18
for Admissions and Financial Aid Information
CaH 312/789-3780 Ext. 250

sl

ROUTE 53 • ROMEOVILLE. ILLINOIS

VIDEO
& RECORDS

SI .00 OFF
ANY LP
RECORD, TAPE
OR T-SHIRT
(Sale Items Excluded)
LIMIT 1

DECEMBER 15
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Gospels of Jesus read like suspense story
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_By DEAN MONTI_

Reaching down, religious studies in¬
structor Dennis Polkow removed a thick
volume from his briefcase and placed it on
the table. thed»#k, titled “Nag Hammadi
Library,” includes what Polkow referred
to as “The Secret Gospels,” and if that
sounds like the working title for an adven¬
ture story, it could be.
As he folded his arms and leaned back
comfortably in his chair, Polkow retold the
story of a villager of Nag Hammadi,
Egypt, who, in 1945, stumbled across two
jars in a cave at the side of a mountain.
Hoping for some sort of wealth inside, the
man broke the jars and found 13 papyrus
books bound in leather.
WHAT HAPPENED TO these ancient
books since 1945 sounds much like a
suspense novel. The tale included bloodlet¬
ting, cannibalism, black market sales and
international smuggling. By the time the
papyrus texts were secured, compiled and
translated, it was 1977.
Why all the fuss over 13 beat-up old
books? Written possibly as early as 120
A.D., they may be the earliest gospels of
Jesus known to man and offer a different
view of what Jesus was to the people of his
time.
HOW DOES ONE approach the person
and teachings of the man called Jesus?
Polkow, a part-time teacher at College of
DuPage, is the author of a book on the sub¬
ject, “Criteria for Historical Jesus
Research.”
“There are three problems with the
research of the historical person of Jesus,”
Polkow proposes. “First is the
methodological problem: how do we
reconstruct authentic sayings of Jesus?”
This is what Polkow’s course is about.

In this type of research, the bespectacl¬
ed teacher said, the “criterion of
dissimilarities” is used. Simply stated,
“When something is totally dissimilar to
what you would expect from the time or its
people, then you’re on to something,” said
Polkow.
AFTER ONE CAN ascertain that the say¬
ings are authentic, the words must be in¬
terpreted, another crucial problem
Polkow cites in getting at the person of
Jesus.

Gospels.”
“In the study of the origins of Christiani¬
ty, only two sources had been available to
researchers from the Christian orthodox
gospels,” Polkow said.
A third independent source, “the Gospel
of Thomas,” contained in the Nag Ham¬
madi findings, gives scripture students
more to work with.
According to Polkow, the views these
scriptures put forth were once thought to
be heretical, but are now accepted and of¬
fer vast information about early man.
“THEY CONFIRM WHAT had been
speculated about early Christianity,”
Polkow said, “and also contain authentic
sayings of Jesus not found in other
gospels.”

become interested in religion, particularly
scripture study.
“DePAUL HAS SOME of the finest scrip¬
ture scholars in the field, and a tremen¬
dous religious studies program,” Polkow
assessed.
Working with Dr. William A. Scott, a
theologian at DePaul, Polkow wrote a
series of textbooks on religious studies.
“At the root of Western Civilization is
religion, whether we like it or not,” the in¬
structor suggested. “Not just the person of
Jesus, the entire formation of Western
Civilization out of the Roman Empire — all
that was religiously motivated,” he
asserted.
POLKOW UNDERSTANDS all too well
that the reason some classes haven’t been
well-received is because they fall under
the heading of “religion. People do
associate it with catechism, promoting a
particular religious point of view,” he
lamented.
“It’s becoming increasingly clear that
you can’t pigeonhole religion,” he said, in¬
dicating that the study of religion includes
such diverse elements as history,
psychology, anthropology, philosophy and
literature.

Elaborating on the importance of such
documents, Polkow noted that “The
academic study of religion is an attempt to
understand the nature of religious
phenomena. What we’re really talking
about is a history of ideas.”
Polkow discovered this at DePaul,
where he studied theology and philosophy.
After obtaining degrees in music theory
and composition, and making his living as
a professional musician, he started to

Dennis Polkow
Finally, Polkow posed perhaps the most
difficult question: who was Jesus to his
followers? “That’s where this has been so
helpful,” he said, putting his hand on the
Nag Hammadi book. Behind his curly
beard, the young instructor appeared ex¬
cited about the new findings in “The Secret

nowtheveryII
BEST PLACE FOR "
A WORKOUT!
PRE-OPENING SALE
up to 20% OFF
December 1 thru 24

We are so proud of our new $2.1 million
addition. We are now one of the largest
and finest health and fitness facilities in
the Midwest. There is nothing like it in the
western suburbs Come take a look —see¬
ing is believing!
•New Chevron 440 Indoor Track
•9 RacquetbaU/Handball Courts —
3 brand new
•New 25 meter, 6 lane Indoor Pool (plus
a second 25 yard 4 lane pool)
• 18 new Nautilus & Universal machines
•Olympic Weight Room
•New Babysitting Room
•New Day Care Center
•Aerobics classes, fitness classes,
racquetball and Nautilus clinics —
plus 60 other classes
•Pool, Courts, Nautilus and Track open
at all times for adults.

Seeing is believing! We'd love to see you. Stop in
today for a tour. YMCA —where America keeps fit!

The New
West Suburban

THIS PART OF CAMPUS is area rarely seen by many students.
Sometimes called “the swamp,’’ it lies east of Building A in same
general direction as CD’s prairie restoration project. Both spots pro¬
vide food and refuge for various forms of wildlife.

YMCA

- "Where America keeps lit"—

[
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SPECIAL
FINANCING

j *1/2 down-1/2 in 30 days
f • Monthly payment of ’ll”
{ • VISA, MASTER CHARGE

£

No Finance Charges t

31 E. OGDEN AVE. at LA GRANGE RD.
LAGRANGE.il_352-7600

American novelists
How American novelists from 1860 to
1920 saw the “new” America will be the
subject of English 200H this winter at Glenbard East, Lombard.
Authors to be studied will include
Theodore Drieser, William Dean Howells,
Hamlin Garland, Bret Harte and Mark
Twain. Lectures and discussions will
center on each writer’s reaction to the late
19th century.
Jan Geesaman, a doctoral student at the
State University of New York at Stony
Brook, will teach the course from 7 to 9:50
P-m. Wednesdays, beginning Jan. 4.
Additional information is available at
963-8090.

All you budding Chopins and Mozarts .. .

The S.G. Alma Mater Contest
deadline is
5 p.m.
Friday, December 11
Turn in your entries — don’t forget!
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Children at work
RIGHT: LEARNING TO COUNT is
all part of day at Child Development
center for Courtney Winterbottom,
Alicia Ruth and Megan Johnson.
BELOW RIGHT: EXPRESSING
DETERMINISM, Daniel Melady
practices skills needed in con¬
struction business. BELOW LEFT:
MICHELLE ROSE puts her shoes
back on after a rousing bout on the
trampoline.
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CD has special place for children
The Child Development Center provides
for the growth of people of all ages. Involv¬
ed with the program are teachers in train¬
ing and parents, each striving to enrich the
lives of the youngsters..
The primary goal of the center is to
facilitate the maximum development of
the child’s intellectual, emotional,
physical and social capabilities so that the
early years are spent in a constructive
way. Above all, say center staff members,
“The child should feel significant and suc¬
cessful as a person.”
THE FACILITY PROVIDES a wide variety
of opportunities through which children
can grow in their ability to relate with
others and to solve problems. A philosophy

of the center is that growth and learning
are fostered through play.
Personnel are also committed to pro¬
viding a quality laboratory setting in
which college students can learn more
about young children and develop the ex¬
perience, knowledge and insights needed
to work successfully with them.
The staff has a strong academic and ex¬
periential background in early childhood
education, and a strong commitment to the
parents and families of its clients. It is
assisted by students enrolled in the child
care program.
BECAUSE OF THE large number of
adults working at the center, a high level
of individual planning and guidance is

possible.

tivities which allow for the participation of

Activities are planned daily by staff and
students. Methods in the classroom are
based on the premise that children learn
through doing.
“Children need concrete experiences to
which they can relate new ideas and
abstract concepts,” remarked one center
member. Emphasis is placed on
vocabulary and concepts such as number,
shape and form through meaning rather
than memorization.
THESE OBJECTIVES ARE accomplished
through involving educational concepts in
child’s play throughout the day.
Social, emotional and physical interac¬
tion are also promoted through such ac¬

the youngsters.
IN ADDITION TO classroom experiences,
field trips and visitors to the center offer
meaningful first-hand experiences to life
situations.
The child chooses the activities or educa¬
tional materials with which to plan his
day. Block building, art materials, music,
reading, play acting, cooking and exer¬
cises are typical examples of play.
Activities may take place indoors and
outdoors. The center is open to all children
who will be three years old before Dec. 1
The children are divided into two groups
— the three- and four-year olds and the
four-year olds.
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Program spurs student employment
By DAN CASSIDY
Work-study. The words seem
naturally to go in combinations.
And at CD, over 200 students are
making them go together in the
work-study program.
“The program is basically a
project to stimulate student part
time employment on campus,”
said Robert Regner, director of
student financial aid.
Those involved work in many
places around campus, such as
the bookstore as secretaries and
in food service.
Thinks it’s ‘great’
Rick Wilger, employed in the
financial aid office, calls the pro¬
gram “great, particularly for
people who need it.”
Wilger is using the money he
earns to help put himself through
college.
“You apply for it like a regular
job. This position required typing

and other office skills and I hap¬
pened to have them,” he noted.
Wilger also said that the pro¬
gram had been very “helpful to
me. It has made me more aware
of the campus and made me
closer to the college.”
Real-life education
Added Laurie Farrar, a student
dispatcher, “These jobs give you
a real-life education. My job is
helping me to get to know the
campus better and to earn my
way through college.”
And that is very important, ac¬
cording to Dorothy Squitiefi,
manager of the Financial Aid Of¬
fice.
“This program helps the stu¬
dent to relate to the college and to
other students going there,” she
said.
Earn minimum wage
All work-study students are
paid the hourly minimum wage

Tuesday, Nov. 24
Officer Russell Wolf was called to
Building A when two men became involved
in a fight after an exchange of words.
Monday, Nov. 23
Officer Rodney Hampton found water
leaking from a hot water heater in lab
A1B. He was unable to determine if any
damage had occurred.
Cindy Oldfield cut her hand while work¬
ing on the Grounds Garage. Taken to
Health Services, she was told she needed
stitches and was then taken to Central
DuPage Hospital.
Friday, Nov. 20
Officer Tony Perusich found various A-V

($3.35), with the chance for a
raise if their work is good enough.
The program here has two
parts — CD and college work
study. The difference is that the
former is paid for by the college
while the latter is 80 percent sup¬
ported by the federal government
and 20 percent by CD.
“The college work study is
need-based, with a set limit of
people that can be hired because
of monetary reasons,” Regner
pointed out.
Work-study funds made
available from the federal
government have fallen sharply,
from $50,000 to $19,000, noted
Regner. “We had to cut the
amount of time students work
and not give as many awards.
These cuts don't help, since jobs
are not plentiful now,” he sug¬
gested.

DUTIES AS DISPATCHER fill up part of day for
Laurie Farrar, who earns money for college
studies with this part time job.

equipment left outside of A3033. He placed
the equipment in the room and locked the
door.
Tuesday, Nov. 17
At about noon, a fire alarm went off in
Building A. No smoke or flames were evi¬
dent. The alarm was triggered by the con¬
struction crew when it cracked open a fire
hydrant to get water.
Tuesday, Nov. 17
Officer Hampton found gas leaking from
the tank of a green 1969 Olds parked in lot
A5. The car belonged to Daniel Sass, who
was informed that it was a hazard to drive
the car in its present condition.

WORKING IN financial aid office has made Rick Wilger “more
aware of the campus. ”
COURIER photos by Roger Paulhus
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Payables
Receivables
Inventory Control
General Ledger
Property Management
Portfolio Analysis
Payroll
Modeling
Photos/Charts

□ WORD PROCESSING

• Form Utters
• Mailing Lists

Satisfied customers enjoying...

THE BORDER'S end-of-the-quarter special!

• Proposals/Contracts
• Past Due Notices

Buy one Mexican lunch or dinner and get
the second one for a quarter. Adios, Quarter.

Ask about ear Family Pack APPLE
an excellent all-in- one holiday gift.
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Change — a fact of life
In just three short weeks, the calendar
year will change, a new opportunity for
everyone to start fresh; no one seems to
mind this great shuffle.
Change is something that people don’t
always readily accept. It involves new
responsibilities, a departure from old and
familiar ways. Improvements, no matter
how good they may be, are seen as a type
of invasion, and upsetting of our notion of
order and convenience. Change is
tolerated by the majority of people only if
it doesn’t affect them, as long as it hap¬
pens, “to the other guy.”

Alfono's
Alley

Editorial

Bus service abhorrent
Since January, the media have presented us with a daily barrage of information
regarding the ongoing RTA/CTA crisis. Nightly, we are shocked by headlines talking
of new fare hikes and service cuts, along with political struggles between Mayor Jane
Byrne, the Illinois State Legislature and Sun Times’ columnist Mike Royko.
Thus, each of us has learned something about the inequities of Chicago’s transit
system, regardless of whether we use it or not.
In all of this hype, few at CD stop to ponder the magnitude of the transit problem in
DuPage county alone, and the problems in transporting people to the college.

All of us have to learn to accept these dif¬
ferences that occur in life. Changes aren’t
always bad, it often helps to weed out the
old and stagnant ways of doing things or
the thoughts and attitudes about things.
There have been both subtle and
dynamic changes in the time I’ve spent at
CD. This year, more than in the past, the
differences here have been more
noticeable.
In September many students at CD had a
change of status; from high school senior
to college freshmen or from college
freshmen to sophomore.
Student enrollment has increased
dramatically in the past two or three

RKW0RLR

Two or three rickety mini-buses sneak, squeal and rattle their way laboriously to
CD at hour intervals on a somewhat inconvenient, ill-publicized schedule.
Morning buses arrive 53 minutes after the hour, so that students must sprint
through crowded hallways if they wish to get to class on time, while those leaving
must do a similar Olympic run if they wish to catch the departing buses. If one misses
a bus, one must wait a full hour for the next one.
Similarly, afternoon buses arrive at an also inconvenient time — five to eight
minutes after the hour — practical only for those leaving the school, and poor for
those arriving, as they must either be 10 minutes late for class or arrive over 40
minutes earlier than necessary each day.
The schedule is clearly a compromise that attempts to serve the needs of those com¬
ing and going in one trip. It is not impossible to deal with if one is always organized
and ready to run, but the consistent deviation from the schedule, especially in the
winter months, creates a problem for many.
This week’s announcement of revised service (see page 2), meaning reduced ser¬
vice, is a clear example of the ramifications of our transportations crisis.
The new schedule takes away the small bit of convenience left the bus-using student
or employe; buses will no longer stop at the Building K shelter, but rather will pick up
commuters at the corner of Lorraine and 22nd Streets.
Bus drivers have assured us that we may remain in the shelter until the bus arrives.
This sounds fine, but on closer examination it’s not a good plan.
In dark winter conditions, it is difficult to discern a bus from the masses of
headlights passing the shelter. Commuters will be forced to stand out in the cold on
the edge of 22nd Street, knee-deep in the snow thrown there by plows and constantly
being showered by the spray of passing automobiles.
In addition, the revisions will force some to give up using the system entirely.
Several buses have been cut. The last practical time to leave the college thus will be at
4 p.m. The 5 p.m. bus, one that was cut, provided transportation for those students
who work late or go to classes in the late afternoon.
A later bus remains, leaving at 5:49 p.m., but this one is very impractical for those
wishing to transfer to other modes of public transportation after leaving route 715.
Unfortunately, service revisions such as the ones outlined above will not help the
crippled route, or the entire RTA. They can only weaken the system further. With
each new fare increase and service cut, patrons will become more and more disinchanted with the service and defect from it in droves, necessitating new cuts and in¬
creases.
The mass that public transportation has become in the Chicagoland area will only
become still further tangled, a puzzle that seems impossible to solve.

By
Herb Rinehart

How do students go about finding out what their career options are? With the com¬
plexity of the business world, they may not know where to go or which way to turn, but
College of DuPage is offering a Career Development course that may be just what
they’re looking for.
The Career Planning & Placement Office has been instrumental in the development
and coordination of the “class for the 80s” — a three-quarter credit class that is ap¬
plicable toward the general education requirement for any degree in the area of
Social and Behavioral Sciences. It is titled Education 105, Career Development.
The, popularity and success of the course is indicated by the fact that in the
academic year 1980-81, 35 course sections were offered and 28 had sufficient enroll¬
ment to be delivered. In fall quarter 1981 (last quarter) 12 of 13 course sections fiUed.
Designed to help students identify career choices based on knowledge of themselves
and the working world, Career Development (Education 105) is taught by instructors
who use a combination of lecture, occupational investigation, class and small-group
discussions. This format is used to enable the student to acquire current career in¬
formation and practical knowledge in self-awareness, decision making and job place¬
ment. Also included in the format is the chance to express common problems and
discuss solutions related to career choice.
To increase the students’ awareness of the job descriptions and career op¬
portunities, college resources are used extensively. Special classroom presentations
by instructors and guest speakers will provide a variety of substantive information.
Also, student research on career search projects will be completed in our Planning In¬
formation Center for Students (PICS) and outside research sources.
Topics covered in the class include:
•Identify your interests
•Understand yourself in relationship with the career world
•Identify and use your personal assets
•Expand your options by exploring new and alternative work roles
•Identify and overcome environmental and personal barriers
•Set short- and long-range goals
•Enhance job-hunting skills
Students will find that the class population consists of a variety of ages and
backgrounds which provides for interesting feedback and information exchange.

The Courier is a weekly newspaper serv¬
ing the College of DuPage. Editorial of¬
fices are in the white barn east of J Bldg.
Telephone 858-2800, ext. 2379 or 2113.
Advertising rates are available upon re¬

Opinions expressed in the Courier do not
necessarily represent the views of the staff
of the College of DuPage.

years. A new Student Government took of¬
fice and has already begun instilling a new
spirit and attitude in everyone at CD.
The physical improvements on campus
have been evident for months. The new
construction has certainly been a major
change; it shows a commitment to educa¬
tion by providing better facilities for the
students.
All of this tends to take some getting us¬
ed to. But when one looks upon a change as
being positive in nature, it isn’t a bitter pill
to swallow.
The holidays are here, and Christmas
will soon follow. I propose one more
change before the spirit and feeling of
Christmas is lost for yet another year.
Let us make a re-commitment to our
school, exhibit a positive attitude toward
it. Commit ourselves again to our fellow
man. One needn’t constantly go out of
one’s way to show a genuine concern, but,
at the very least, one might be tolerant to
others. We should re-evaluate goals and
aspirations.
This is the time to make the re¬
commitment to life and refuse to let the
concern for others and the holiday good¬
will we’re experiencing now die when the
Christmas tree comes down and the wrap¬
ping paper is thrown away. Let us keep
that level of intensity for ourselves and a
love for others throughout the New Year
and our lives, and oppose those who would
seek to destory this sentiment.
■ I cannot guarantee it, but with this new
inner conviction we should all try to ex¬
perience, the changes that occur may all
be pleasant.

quest. Deadline for ads is one week prior to
publication; 5 p.m. the preceding Monday
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The college is located at Lambert Road
and 22nd Street, Glen Ellyn, Ill., 60137.
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Letters

How not to get lost in parking lots
To the Editor:
many other students, was confused about
what classes I needed and when they were
available. I had received a “Quarterly” in
the mail that provided me with a number
to call for counseling, or so it said. When I
proceeded to contact that number, the
unpleasant voice on the other end directed
me to another extension, where I was in¬
formed that I could obtain counseling from
one of my teachers. After I hung up the
phone, I wondered for a moment about
what had just occurred. How was I suppos¬
ed to receive counseling from an instructor
when I hadn’t even registered for a class?
I am sure other students can relate similar
experiences.
I’d like to see one counseling office
established at CD where the student can
receive at least a shove in the right direc¬
tion.

As a freshman, I have been generally
pleased by the college, except for one
minor problem. My complaint does not
have to do with the amount of parking
available for Building A or the proximity
of the parking. Rather, it deals with the un¬
marked parking aisles. This is extremely
inconvenient, because one has no precise
way of knowing where he has parked his
car without those over-looked signs.
At times, this problem can be an un¬
necessary burden. Let me provide an ex¬
ample.
One recent Friday morning, due to a late
start from home, I arrived at the college at
7:50 a.m. Since I am enrolled in an 8 a.m.
speech course, I took a rapid glance at
where I was parked, and ran to class. At
11:50 a.m., I returned to the parking lot
and, much to my dismay, I had forgotten
where I was parked. In the daily rush of
things, that is not hard to do. From among
the several hundred vehicles in the
Building A lots, it took me 25 minutes to
locate my car. As a result of this un¬
fortunate incident, I was about five
minutes late to my 1 p.m. job.
Even though it was my fault for not pay¬
ing attention to where I had parked, my
life would have been made easier if I had a
numbered or lettered aisle to refer to, like
the kind found in most major shopping
centers.

Colleen Kirtley, LaGrange Park

Applauds free films

Given the proper materials, I would be
willing to make aisle signs for the Building
A parking lot poles.
Jon E. Wolfe, Wheaton

particular day. If it had, what would have
resulted in light of the inaction on the part
of the instructor?
David Suddarth, Lombard

Burning issue
To the Editor:
On Tuesday, Nov. 17, at approximately
11:45 a.m., the fire alarm sounded at the
college. I assume that this was a false
alarm because we were allowed to re-enter
Building A after about five minutes.
However, I saw something that day
which disturbed me. I was waiting in the
hall outside a classroom for a noon class.
When the alarm sounded, the instructor
seemed to completely ignore it and con¬
tinued lecturing. As I returned to the
classroom, it appeared that the students
had recently been dismissed, since-the in¬
structor was just beginning to put her'
materials together to leave.
Fortunately, no fire broke out on that

Happy returnee
To the Editor:
I would like to comment on the excellent
programs offered at College of DuPage
which make it easier for older adults and
even senior citizens to continue their
education, whether in one of the many oc¬
cupational programs or just for selfimprovement.
CD accommodates these students with
such services as CLEP testing (credit for
previously learned knowledge), the large
number of off-campus courses available
for those who wish to stay in their own
neighborhood, evening and weekend pro¬
grams, and even home-delivered media
courses.

Because these self-paced courses can be
adopted to the individual’s schedule, they
are excellent for the homebound student or
someone who must stay at home with
small children.
The classroom atmosphere here also
makes the adult’s reentry into the college
scene much smoother. The teachers seem
very receptive to the older student. They
seem eager to involve these people in class
discussions, realizing that they have
valuable experiences to share. The
classroom at CD is also an excellent place
for adults to stay in touch with the ideas of
today’s youth.

To the Editor:
I would like to congratulate Student Ac¬
tivities on a job well done in regard to the
ongoing “free films” program here at the
college.
Being an avid movie fan, my six
quarters at CD have been greatly enhanc¬
ed by the films shown every Wednesday.
During this time, I have had a chance to
see fine films of many different types, in¬
cluding past favorites worth watching
again, or movies I had missed previously.
These are not the stereotype “art films”
one usually expects a college to show.
Rather, they are actual feature films,
some released less than a year ago.
What bothers me, however, is the poor
attendance at these screenings. Only a
small group shows up for them, aside from
occasional hangers-on, who will just stop
by to kill time between classes. Too many
students are not taking advantage of a
good deal that is sitting right under their
noses.
Charles J. Cerveny, Westmont

Lyn Grant, Wheaton

Misinformed, misled'
To the Editor:
How many times have students been,
misinformed or mislead by the so-called
counseling services at CD?
When I first enrolled here last fall, I, like

Department of corrections
The statement, “And I hope the students
win clear off their own tables,” printed in
the last issue of the Courier, was mistaken¬
ly attributed to Eula White when, in fact, it
was made by another individual. Our hum¬
ble apologies, Ms. White.

Speak & be seen

Some pet peeves can make one fume
The question: What is your pet
peeve?

Pat Mullen, Downers Grove: “ I
don’t like it when I’m eating in a
restaurant and the people sitting
at the table next to me are smoklnS- I also don’t like businesses
that require you to make an ap¬
pointment and then you go there
and have to wait an hour.”
M'ke Agnew, Glen Ellyn: “Peo3le who treat waiters and
Waitresses like robots.”
Dave Lapka, LaGrange Park:
t hate to hear people complain
>b°ut the weather.
mean it’s
>ad enough we can’t change it,
jnd when you have to hear about
• it only seems worse.”
Karen Lappa, Lombard: “When
le°ple talk about other people
Iehind their backs.”
Georgia Hancock, Wheaton:
hen people come in the office
, r‘n8 the bell on my desk, and
^ sitting right there.”
^•arolyn Hoesly, Addison: “I
°n t like it when people take up
v° Parking spaces or block the

driving paths in parking lots.”
Marion Capeici, Glen Ellyn: “It
really irks me when people are
rude to others.”

Bob Satterfield, West Chicago:
“Smokers.”
Guido Macaluso, Winfield: “I
get rather peeved when people
refer to me as ‘Father Guido Sarducci.’ ”

John Grande, Downers Grove:
“People standing in the middle of
the halls, talking, while
trying to get to class.

Donna Yedinak

Susan Huff

Donna Yedinak, Darien: “My
pet peeve is when people say they
are going to go somewhere or do
something and end up not doing it
or not showing up and they call at
the last minute to cancel.”

Susan Huff, Woodridge: “I get
really irked when I find myself
behind a slow-moving vehicle
when I’m in a hurry. I also hate
when the snowplow comes by and
throws the snow that I just
shoveled off the driveway back at
me.”

John Stephenson, Brookfield:
“When I go to the admissions of¬
fice, I find it insulting to be
treated as a social security
number and not as a student.”
Jo Sanderson, West Chicago:
“Food stuck in other people’s
teeth. I always tell them.”

JoAnn Griffone
JoAnn Griffone, Addison: “My
pet peeve is when drivers do not
signal when they change lanes. If
they are going to cut me off, they
should at least have the decency
to signal before doing so.”
Tony Leiggi, West Chicago:
“People bugging me when I wake
tip in the morning.”

Bob Wolfe
Bob Wolfe, Downers Grove:
“High horses — people who think
they are above the rest of us.
Now, I’m not talking about pride
or self-confidence: I’m talking
about arrogance. All of us have
our good and bad points.-1 think
there is a balance between the
two and no one is all good or all
bad.”
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Overcoming speech fears not all that hard
_By J. PATRICIA MOORE_
The room is filled with people and they
are all looking her way, smiling.
“Why am I here?” she wonders.
A voice speaks out, “Katherine, we’re
waiting for you. Are you ready?”
“Ready for what?” she asks.
Suddenly the scene changes and she is
sitting up in her bed, bathed in sweat.
“Oh, thank goodness,” she mutters out
loud, “it was only a nightmare. I dreamt
that I had to give a speech in class tomor¬
row.”
COMMUNICATION IS THE daily ex¬
change of opinions and ideas. People like
to talk. They chat with their children, their
grocers, their schoolmates and their coworkers. But if an individual must give a
speech, panic sets in. For a great many
people, the presence of fear is real.
The fear of speaking in public is the
number one phobia in America. According
to a study titled “Fears,” conducted by R.
H. Bruskin Associates, 40.6 percent of the
population cites this as their primary ter¬
ror.
SPEAKING IN A classroom environment
heightens the problem, because the au¬

dience is comprised of fellow classmates
who are much harder to please than a
room filled with strangers. Why? Most
students cite fear of peer rejection as the
most likely cause, followed by stress. How
can students overcome this problem?
Patrick A. Sciarra, a speech instructor at
College of DuPage, advises that “Knowing
a lot about your classmates and
establishing an inter-personal, compatible
atmosphere is very important before giv¬
ing a speech. My students don’t get into
speech giving until the class has establish¬
ed rapport with other students.”
According to speech authorities, the fear
of speaking may be eased, if not entirely
overcome, through careful preparation.
Much of this fear is a reaction to perceived
inadequacy, the belief that the individual
doesn’t know enough to be talking. But if
students carefully prepare and practice
their talks, they can deliver speeches that
will make them proud, speech theorists
suggest.
THE FOUR STEPS in the complete
speech preparation process, according to
Sciarra, are determining the’ topic;
organizing the material to develop the

PAT SCIARRA, speech instructor, emphasizes that one way for
students to overcome their fear of giving speeches is to first “get to
know and establish a rapport with your classmates. ”

A SUCCESSFUL SPEECH can be attributed to good planning,
research, practice and rapport with fellow classmates.

■'EdCK

speech objective and to relate to the au¬
dience; adapting the language to the
group; and practicing the delivery.
“I don’t assign topics,” pointed out the
curly-headed, bearded Sciarra. “I give my
students guidelines and requirements they
must meet. The rationale of the topic
choice is left to them.”
AT THIS POINT, the instructor leaned
back in his chair and briefly scanned the
book-lined shelves in his office. “One of my
students gave a speech on ‘How to roll a
joint,’ ” he said, his eyes fixed on some dis¬
tant thought. “That certainly wasn’t my
idea of a good topic. Perhaps if the student
had talked about rolling a joint with one
hand, the speech would have been more in¬
teresting.”

405 Pennsylvania Avenue
Between Prospect & Western
Downtown Glen Ellyn

29

restaurant

Phone 790-2666
for pick-up

Now featuring...

PIZZA
Regular and Deep Dish
Plus our regular menu of hamburgers, steaks & chicken

Wednesday - Beer Night
$1.00 for a pitcher with any large or family size pizza

Mon. - Thin's. 11 a.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. to 11:30 p.m.

Pizza served
after 4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
All hours Sat. & San.

Aristotle wrote, “You must analyze your
audience.” Audience analysis is examin¬
ing their knowledge, interests and al¬
titudes, to determine the appropriateness
of the selected topic and the speech objec
tive, say seasoned speakers. For example
a speech on the great wines of California
would only elicit hostility from an au¬
dience who were all members of the
Women’s Christian Temperance League
Adapting the language to the audience is
merely word choice, say experts in the
field. Clear language is accurate, concrete
and specific. Beyond clarity, which helps
the audience see meaning, effective public
speaking language should be vivid. Vivid
word choices paint meaning in living color,
The final step in the preparation process
is practicing the delivery. Good delivery
requires enthusiasm, good eye contact and
spontaneity, report veteran orators. This
is achieved through voice, articulation and
bodily action. Practice until it’s perfect, is
the student guideline. The more familiar
an individual is with the topic, the more in¬
teresting it will sound.
“THE INTRODUCTION OF the speech is
very important,” Sciarra pointed out
“The first impression the audience gets of
the speaker is critical. Students should try
to get some reaction and feedback at the
beginning, because this somehow
motivates them.”
Sciarra has taught speech and drama for
the past nine years. He is a native of Cin¬
cinnati, Ohio, and was awarded both
bachelor’s and master’s degrees from the
University of Cincinnati. His prior
teaching assignments included three years
at Kansas Newman College in Wichita;
two years at the University of Wisconsin H
Stevens Point; one year at Ball State
University in Muncie, Ind.; and one year
at Lewis University in Glen Ellyn.
“WHAT I REALLY like about teachM
speech,” he said, his hands behind
head, “is the inter-personal relations
getting to know my students.” LeafM
through some papers on his desk, Sciarra
added, “Anything the student can do t»
add to the effectiveness of a speech Is
helpful. Dress the part. I had a student
gave a talk on volley ball. She was weariw
a gym outfit and the audience immediate')
related to her topic.”
,
The instructor offered one final bit of a
vice to students.
“Be positive
prepared.”

and,

above

all.
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'Heartland' well done
_By BILL BAVKAN_
~The recent release of the film
• Heartland” has brought good reviews
from many movie critics. The portrayal of
early 20th century ranchers is well done,
but is not for everyone.
A Wyoming rancher advertises for a
housekeeper in the opening scenes of the
film. A widowed, middle-aged woman
answers the ad which calls for her to cook,
feed animals and the like for one year. She
tows along her seven-year-old daughter, a
hard worker for her young years. Together
they set out to make home out of a wooden
shack on the wide open prairies. Theranch owner, Stewart, portrayed by Rip
Torn, is slow to warm up to his new
employes, making for several awkward
scenes of silence and mute conflict.
Caring develops
A gradual caring develops, however,
and the characters become closer through
a series of unforseer. hardships. The widow
then begins to feel a fierce independence
and need to own her own ranch. Afraid that
someone will buy the land adjacent to his
and the realization that his housekeeper is
that nemesis makes for an interesting bat¬
tle between her and Stewart. Perhaps even
more surprising is the manner in which
this rough spot is smoothed out.
The cinematography is exquisite, with
the rolling hills and valleys of Wyoming
forming the backbone for the character’s
lifestyle. In effect, these people and the
land are one in the same, and the
photography brings this fact across to the
audience.
Realism evident
The realism present in the movie also

Sell it with
Courier

Want Ads
STOP!! Need money? Sell advertising for the ffl
junior college newspaper, the CD courier. Call
Paul for appointment, ext. 2379.
For sale: '69 Beetle. Runs. $400. Call Ken, 352-8019.
For used furniture, trendy trash, cheap chic, visit
Junk & Disorderly, 1032 College Ave., Wheaton,
665-7281. Truly arresting junk!

reinforces the story being told. The grit
and grime of frontier life are there on the
screen for the audience to see. In fact, one
or two scenes might be a bit graphic for
some viewers. While these moments may
not be pretty, they demonstrated the im¬
mense struggle for survival in the
wilderness.

The acting of Torn as well as the rest of
the cast is top notch. The viewer might
forget that he is watching a film instead of
reality. So he is faced with good
cinematography, good research and
realism and very good acting.
The only problem is that the story is not
that exciting. When leaving the theater,
one might have the impression of seeing a
good film, and “Heartland” is just that.
But instead of smash ’em up chases and so
forth, the audience is treated to a quiet
character portrayal and a sensitive look at
the hardships of days gone by.

The Modest
Professional

Pregnant?
The choice is yours.
For confidential help,

‘' ™

Professional typing
at a reasonable price

1

PEGGY DEMSKE

(312) 960-3463

call 694-2282.

— SONY-

SR-25 AM-FM CASSETTE

XS-2115

5” 2-way
•
•
•
•

Reg. Price. *280°°

Super thin 1 Ifc deep
Built-in watershed
85 Hz-12.000 Hz
Fits any car

•
•
•
•
•

NOW

$19995

Reg. price ‘$4995

Auto reverse
4-way fader
CrOz/Metal tape
2 step ■ 3 band equalizer
Fits any car

Reg. price *22995

■SYSTEM-

SONY

Harry Mark Petrakis
XS-601

Petrakis to teach
Harry Mark Petrakis, award-winning
novelist who spoke to a full bouse on cam¬
pus in October, will return to CD in
January as an artist in residence.
He will teach “Writer’s Workshop,” a
creative writing course in which authors
will submit short works for Petrakis to
evaluate and discuss.
English 198 (Code 6XQNA) will meet on
Wednesday from 1 to 3:45 p.m. and from 7
to 9:45 p.m. (Code 6XQNB).

XS-83 6x9

6Vi” 3 way speaker
•
•
•
•

70 watts
6'/S" woofer
2" midrange
1W tweeter

*99

Reg. price *149®*

Professional
Radio
Installation

3 way speaker

YOUR CHOICE

•
•
•
•

00

40 watts
50 Hz-19,000 Hz
1" aluminum voice coil
Wire meshgnll

Reg. M39M

WILLARD’S
AUDIO • TV # VIDEO
mon.-fri. 10-9; sat. 10-5; sun. 10-9

40 Yorktown
Convenience Center
North of Mall
Lombard. III.

495-0175

Typing done in my home. Reasonable rates, fast
lurnaround. Call Tracy, 961-5440.

WE BUY RECORDS ■

Small local company looking for energetic in¬
dividuals for management training opportunities.
Unlimited potential, no experience necessary,
flexible hours, will train. Call 968-2790.

• NEW
• USED
• RARE

II you love vintage clothes, turn of the century,
40 s or 50's style, you'll love 2nd Distinction, the
resale shop with period clothing, books, records,
lewelry, baby clothes, etc. Come see us and ex¬
perience the past. 2nd Distinction, 1072 College
Ave., Wheaton, 462-0985.1 p.m. - 6 p.m., Tuesday
fhrough Saturday.

- ■

heed typing done? I do term papers, reports,
resumes, etc. Reasonable rates. Overnight servce if needed. Call after 5 p.m. 455-1151.

Tapes and accessories
Buttons • Postcards
_Gift Certificates_

1971 Camaro in an accident. Needs front end work
and a radiator. Does not run. $275 or best offer.
832-3286.
Large, one-bedroom apartment; air conditioning,
eerpeted, 15 minutes from CD. $305/month — $50
0,l first month rent to CD students. Thornhill apart¬
ments - 653-6200.

New Releases
Jazz • Rock • New Wave
Country • Independent Labels
Blues • Folk • Classical
Easy Listening
Top 40 • Soul • Reggae

Textbooks for sale: Soc. 22, Olson, text and
reader; Psych 100, text - TV course; two radio
eeurses: English 200L (World of F. Scott Fitz9erald>^_ Lucia Sutton, text and reader;
Economics 110, Personal Finance and Economics,
hapoor; and English 110J, The Flicks, Alan Carter,
readers. Prices negotiable. Very reasonable. Call
Marllyn, 665-4729 (home) or 231-1080 (work).
Ghost writer wanted to write a movie. Experience
Absolutely necessary. Write James Balkus, 528
K,Pl'ngCt„ Wheaton, 60187.
Reliable, creative, independent line artist needed
0r volunteer work at the Courier. Work includes
ar|oons and illustrations. Call Tom, ext. 2113.

• BOUGHT
* SOLD
•TRADED

38 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Lombard 620-5643
Hours: Monday-Friday, 11 to 8
Saturday, 10 to 6

10% off everything
with this ad
Expires 12-15-81
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RICOH MJS5
Sports Pub
10 South Pork Avenue, Glen Ellyn, 790-1616

$2.00 pitcher • 35* glass
during all football games

3 Color TV's • Pizza • Sandwiches

Merry Christmas & Happy '82!
FOR CD STUDENTS ONLY

Eat-in or pick-up only
$1.00 off any pizza

The Ricoh KR-5 is de¬
signed and priced for
the beginner. The
Ricoh KR-5 has all of
the essential features
for the first time, 35mm
SLR user combined
with ease of operation.
The unusually bright
viewfinder makes com¬
posing with the stan¬
dard 55mm F2.2
Riconar lens quick and
easy. The Ricoh KR-5
— it’s a value-for-the
money 35mm SLR
camera.

DUPAGE PHOTO CENTER
112 N. HALE ST., WHEATON, IL. 668-2762

Winemakers

l^c $ Ca&£%cu

in Elmhurst

can teach you to make fine beer
at home, at a fraction of the cost.

0 GIFTS & CARDS U
1.127 SOUTH MAIN STREET
In the new Fountain Court at Lombard Pines Plaza

620-1306

Need help with your holiday gift shopping?
We will be happy to help you choose
Stuffed animals
Cards
Gift wrap
Noritake china

*
*
*
*

Music boxes
Brass
Figurines
Candles

Plus much more
Present student ID for 10% cash discount
through Dec. 24 - faculty and staff also included.

Free personal instruction.
200 types of beer • Fine quality
Gift certificates available.

Save money —
15% off with this ad.
689 W. North Ave. (at Rt. 83 Plaza)
Elmhurst
834-0507

JtffFaqtastic Sanjs

inolto
XG-M

the original Family Haircutters

ITS MORE VERSATILE

YOU NEVER NEED AN APPOINTME.N

MORE AFFORDABLE
Few cameras have been
as well thought-out and
engineered at the XG-M. It«
gives you versatility and ease
of operation as no other
a hi its class can.

124 W. ROOSEVELT RD.
VILLA PARK

530-4507

• Special contoured bond grip.
• Aperture-priority automation.
• Full motered manual exposure,
a Accepts 3.5 fps motor drive and
2 fps auto windor.

Hours: Mon.9-6, Tues. 9-8, Wed. 9-6
Thurs. 9*8. Fri. 9-6, Sa*. 9-5

-COUPON-STUDENT
BODYWAVE/PERMjfe
m.
Reg. *35“

m

Come in before 4 p.m. on Mon., Wed.,
or Fri. for a perm during our
after school special for $21.95,
which includes the FANTASTIC STYLE
CUT. Longer hair, we charge sliQhtly
more. (Not valid with other offers.)

$21 95

coupon

SAVE

*1305

COUPON EXPIRES 12-31-61

MAKE THE BEST... BETTER
TRY OUR QUALITY FILM PROCESSING

MEN!

SAVE $2.00 ON
(SHAMPOO, CUT &
STYLE EVERY
TUES. & THURS.
NIGHT

$229.95
• 2-Yonr Cm
• 5-Year Lens Warranty.

1

STORE HOURS
9:00AM TO 9:00PM
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY - 9:00A
SATURDAY - 9:00AM TO 5:30PM
SUNDAY - 11:00AM TO 4 00PM

5115 Main Street
963-4250
Downers Grove, Illinois 60515

Reg. $10.00

4 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Graphic Supplies

COUPON

COUPON

FREE
PAC-MAN
T-SHIRT!!

THE
$099
PYRAMID °
PUZZLER wthth's

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY OTHER T-SHIRT
AND TRANSFER AT REGULAR PRICES

RUBLIKS $9"
CUBE
~

Pre-Holiday Sale!

LIMIT 6
WITH THIS
COUPON

Neolt Lolly drafting tables Reg. $T3&€0L

Expiration date December 15,1981

COUPON

COUPON

N.MAIN WHEATON ILL. 60187 312-668-2635

»
« oc
ON SALE $127 50
Lamps Reg.
$2<b95.$19.95
Chairs Reg. $299^)0. $239.50
Chairs Reg. $T49r0a $119.50
Borco drafting board covers 20% off
4 Pen Technical Pen Set $38r5CL$15.50

EACH

o PRJNT T-SHIRTS
O SHARPEN SKATES

OENGRAVE
TROPHIES

533 W.

WHILE-UWAIT

LAKE
ADDISON

WALLY NEKYHA
ADDISON COMMONS SHOPPING CENTER
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They focus on floral design

By MARY RICCIARDI
Students in the advanced floral design
and retail shop management course, Or¬
namental Horticulture 202, learn the im¬
portant aspects involved in running a
floral business as well as designing dif¬
ferent types of arrangements.
Alberta Kobialka, the instructor, said
that the class “gives students insight into
the actual operation of the business and
prepares them for positions as designers.”
Kobialka accomplishes this through
business lectures in management, buying,
pricing, selling and designing, as well as

through field trips and the actual prepara¬
tion of floral designs.
Under her direction, class members
planned and designed all the floral pieces
used at the October ground-breaking
ceremony for the new PE complex.
Design projects are made using dried as
well as fresh materials. The various works
include wedding and funeral ar¬
rangements.
A recent class session was used to
fashion holiday wreaths used dried
grapevines, assorted pine cones and
various seed pods.

NShr/ Kroch’s
~\~/

Brentanos

the full service bookstores
where shopping is m pleasure

■

WE HAVE
CLIFFS

NOTES
Cliffs Notes answer your
questions about literature
as you study and review
Each is designed to help
improve your grades and
save you time
Come in and see our
Cliffs Notes display

Kroch’s

Brentanos

THE FULL SERVICE BOOKSTORES®

29 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 60603 • (312) 332-7500

STUDENT IS assisted in composing arrangement of dried foliage by
Roberta Kobialka, ornamental horticulture instructor.
COURIER photo by Mary Ricdardi

$28.49
Designer Jeans by:
Calvin Klein
Bon Jour
Jordache
Sergio Valente
Chardon
Sasson
Gloria Vanderbilt
Bill Blass Jeans $38.99

fBMNCH STORES: 516 N Michigan Ave • 62 E Randolph Si • 16 S LaSalle St
1723 Sherman Ave Evanston . 1028 Lake St , Oak Park . North Mall. Old Orchard
Oakbrook Center . Evergreen Plaza . River Oaks • Lincoln Mall .Randhurst Center
Hawthorn Center • The Mall at CherryVale (Rockford) « Woodtield Mall
Fox Valley Center • Water Tower Place

Velour Tops $ 11.99
reduced from $21.99

Sedgefield Jeans $5.00 off
Lee Rider Jeans
in cord $15.99
Wrangler Jeans for men
Basic and fancy pockets

$15.99
Shirts & sweaters
by Justin Blake 50% off

Rodolfo Jeans by Viceroy $19.99
Ladies' Cord Jeans 20% off
Ladies' shirts by Stuffed Shirts $14.99

Leather Belts
.by Lyntore 20% off

First Qualify - No Seconds - Sale ends December 24.

M-F 9:30 - 9
SAT. 9:30-6
SUN. 10-5

Bank Cards
■13 E. ROOSEVELT RD., THE COURTYARD, VILLA PARK
(ROOSEVELT RD. BETWEEN SUMMIT & ARCHER)

accepted
530-4180
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THERE'S ONE PLACE
TO GET $15,200 FOR
COLLEGE IN JUST
TWO YEARS.
It’s strictly a savings program, and the money
Soon you’ll have your associate’s degree.
is
all
yours
for school.
And if you’re thinking of continuing your education,
VEAP
is surprisingly simple. If you save be¬
you know just how expensive that will be.
tween $25 and $100 each month while you’re in the
But consider the Army. In the Army, if you
Army, the government will match your savings twoparticipate in the Veterans’ Educational Assistance
for-one. And, on top of that, you might even qualify
Program (VEAP), you can accumulate $15,200 for
for the exclusive Army education incentive of $8,000.
college in just two years.
And remember, in just two years, you’ll be
That’s significant for two reasons. Obviously,
back in school.
that’s a lot of money. But what you may
MAXIMUM
VEAP
BENEFITS
Serve your country as you
not have realized is that two years is the
serve yourself. Call 800-421-4422.
shortest military enlistment available.
2 Yrs.
Per Mo.
In California, call 800-252-0011.
VEAP is a great way to make it j You Save:
$2,400*
$100
Gov’t Adds
Alaska and Hawaii, 800-423-2244on your own. Since it’s not a loan, you
$4,800
$200
2-for-l:
Better yet, look in the Yellow Pages
won’t need a co-signer or collateral.
$7,200
Total:
$300
under “Recruiting.”
And you’ll never have to worry about
$8,000
Army Adds:
•Maximum individual contribution in the program.
making payments after graduation.
$15,200**
Total Benefits:
••Certain four year enlistments can get you as much as $25.100.

i c Sports
f
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Klaas worries for naught; CD sweeps
By DAN DEVINE
DuPage coach Don Klaas was one of the
few people worried about how his Chapparals would fare against Waubonsee. The
Chaps were set to play the Chiefs in the
finals of the four team DuPage Invita¬
tional Saturday night.
Most of the crowd expected a rout. In the
semifinals, they had seen DuPage control
a tough Milwaukee Tech team, winning 7861,
while a seemingly nondescript
Waubonsee squad struggled for its victory.
Still, Klaas was apprehensive.
“We expected a close game. They had
beaten Triton, and Triton is very
talented.”
At halftime, Klaas was probably more
relaxed. By that time, the Chaps had
roared to a 31-12 lead, which all but iced
the contest. Waubonsee made a brief rim
early in the second half and closed to
within 12, but the Chaps ran away again
and cruised to a 68-47 triumph. It made
them 4-0 on the season.
Defense shines
The Chap defense deserves most of the
credit for the outcome, especially for their
play in the first half. They limited
Waubonsee to outside shots, and made
even those difficult. In the first 20 minutes,
the Chiefs made only 5 of 24 shots.
“I thought our defense in the first half
was our best of the season,” said Klaas.
The offense wasn’t bad either. The
Chaps continually penetrated into the lane
for high-percentage shots. In all, 12 Chapparals put the ball in the hoop, as Klaas
was able to empty his bench in the final
minutes.
One of the subs, Steve Waterman,
attempted to cap the victory with a dunk,
but his breakaway effort came up an inch
short. Not a bad try, though, and almost
the Chaps’ first slam of the season.
Moyer scores
Eric Moyer led the team in scoring for the
third time in four games. The 6-foot 6-inch
guard bagged 14 points and leads the team
with an average of 15.5 per game. Bill
Wagner had 12 points and RickStumpe 11.
Wagner was starting his third game of
the year. He replaced forward Ronnie Rencher who was hurt in CD’s seasonal
opener, a 64-62 win over Olive Harvey.
Rencher went out in the second half, and
had surgery to repair a torn knee ligament
within days. The 6-foot 2-inch freshman ap¬
peared at the tourney opener, his left leg in
a full cast. The injury will probably keep
him out for the full year.
“He was, if not the most talented, then
definitely one of the best players on the
team,” said Klaas.

made the trip from Wisconsin with a 3-0
record, and a reputation as a scoring
powerhouse. They were averaging over
one hundred points a game.
The Blue Jays went back to Wisconsin
with a scoring average substantially less.
The Chaps beat them 78-61.
“We knew that we could not allow them
to run,” said Klaas. “We had to slow them
down.”
The Chaps did just that, and the
frustrated Blue Jays failed to adjust.
Klaas outlined what the Chaps had to do to
take Milwaukee Tech out of their for¬
midable running game.
“The number one thing is to handle the
ball; and number two is that you’ve got to
get the high-percentage shot. It’s tough to
run if you have to take it out behind the
net.”
Did both
The Chaps accomplished both objec¬
tives. Klaas inserted guard Paul DeBoer
into the lineup early in the game, and the
freshman responded by easily handling
the Milwaukee Tech pressure, with help
from Jeff Kaminsky.
“Paul did a great job of handling the ball
and keeping things under control,” said
Klaas.
Kaminsky helped reach the second ob¬
jective too. He scored a game-high 23
points, repeatedly penetrating the Blue
Jay defense for layups. Bo Ellis and
Stumpe added 11 and Moyer had 10. Most
of those points came from the inside.
In addition to winning the huge team
trophy for first place, the Chaps had two
individual honors, with Moyer and Kamin¬
sky being named to the all-tournament
team.

Early clincher
In some ways, the Chaps sewed up the
tournament when they beat Milwaukee
Tech in the first round. The Blue Jays

BO ELLIS BATTLES for rebounding position in CD’s opening
round victory over Milwaukee Tech in DuPage Invitational. Chaps
outrebounded Blue Jays 39-20. COURIER photo by Brian O’Mahoney

RCA HOLIDAY
LOWEST PRICE EVER FROM RCA

THE NAVY “ENLIST
NOW, REPORT
LATER” PLAN
COULD BE FOR YOU.

RCA SelectaVision VFT190 6-hour Video Cassette
Recorder with 24-hour Electronic Timer

The Navy Delayed Entry Program lets you join up
now and then gives you an extra six, nine or even twelve
full months before reporting for active duty. It lets
you finish school. Thke care of any unfinished business
you have. See to family matters. Thke time to relax.
You’ll feel good knowing you have a secure future
ahead. Because the Navy Delayed Entry Program
assures you a place in the Navy technical school of
your choice. But hurry to see if you qualify. The more
popular training programs fill up fast.
Enlist now. Report later. The Navy Delayed Entry
Program could be for you. For more information,

FALL SIZZLER PRICE

Si

nee =

• Remote pause control lets you start and slop the
tape Irom the comlort ot your chair during recording
or playback 20-toot cord included
• Soft-touch solenoid-activated (unction controls tor
smooth, convenient operation
• Digital tape counter simplilies program indexing
• Optional RCA color video cameras let you record
your own home video tapes—complete with sound

timiiiiiimiiiiiiHiiniiji

Call 653-6580

MOVIE I ATARI GAMES
RENTAUFOR COMPUTERS

or stop by 220 W. Front St., Wheaton

BIG
SCREEN TV

ACCESSORIES

VIDEO
DISC
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VIDRO SOCIALISTS, INC
720S. President, Wheaton, II 60187 (312)653-0603

RAMM

SPORTS, INC.

5120 MAIN ST., DOWNERS GROVE

852-5120

DISCOUNT RECORDS and TAPES
Records e Tapes e Records Care Accessories e Blank Tapes e Songbooks

See us
before the others
for all
your sporting needs.

■ T-Shirts 'Jackets e Hots e Budgets e Imparts e Aediophiie IP's

Naperville
Ogden Mall

357-7030

Downers Grove

$T.oooff

Wheaton
Wain 6 Geneva

jAny $8.98 list LP or tape
| Sale items not included
_____

R"l«» l Butterfield *d,|
Up. Dec. 31
6206*4*
-

DURACELL

668-7222

Bloomingdele
Blooming dale

l lake St.

Batteries
on sale at all
Flipside locations

• Athletic apparei
• Shoes
• Tennis equipment

• Team outfitters
• Custom T-shirts
• Swimwear

9 volt, D-2 pk.,C-2 pk.,
all for $1.99 each
AA-2 pk. for $1.49 each

10% off with coupon - expires 12-15-81
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Tick, tick, tick; Chaps win again
_By DAN DEVINE_
The DuPage basketball team, call them
the bomb squad, defused a time bomb
Tuesday night. They beat previously
unbeaten Kankakee in a thriller 56-55.
The confident visitors came to DuPage
with a 9-0 record (“We’re 9-0 right now,”

said their coach before the game) and a
reputation as one of the quickest junior col¬
lege teams in Illinois. Also as one of the
best. The Cavaliers returned four starters
from a team that had been ranked number
one in the nation at one point last year.

Condie leads women
down from Badlands
_By DAN DEVINE_
Coaching the women’s basketball team
at DuPage has always been a Death Valley
of sorts. Every year a new coach rides in,
only to be shot down while an unconcerned
athletic department looks on. The Chaps
have not returned a coach in successive
seasons in eight years.
Until now. Lori Condie enters her second
year at the coaching reins, having surviv¬
ed the hail of bullets that had picked off her
predecessors. Consider what she had to
put up with.
She was unceremoniously handed the
job two weeks before the season opened
and then left to fend for herself. She had no
time to recruit. Her team practiced in an
elementary school gym that had only two
baskets and was smaller than regulation.
The team wore eight-year-old uniforms.
Half of the players quit or became ineligi¬
ble halfway through the season. Condie
finished the campaign with only six
players, which meant she had to sponge
bystanders off playgrounds just to conduct
a practice.
SMALL WONDER THAT the team won on¬
ly two garfies.
“We had a rotten, horrible season that
I’d rather not discuss,” said Condie.
But the events that didn’t destroy Condie
have strengthened her. For the first time
since the women’s basketball program
was launched 11 years ago, the team has a
coach with some optimism.
“I’m looking at least at a .500 season,”
Condie said. “And I can see getting better
than that.”
CONDIE HAS BROUGHT about a host of
changes. Some of them are symbolic, like
the shipment of new uniforms. Others are
more substantial, like the practices the
team hold at the school’s main gym, not in
a ratty elementary school. And others are
flesh and blood, two returning sophomores
and several transfers, for example. Condie
had time to do some recruiting this year.

Six players will compete for the starting
jobs. Pam Flens and Maria Marroquin, a
volleyball standout this fall, are the retur¬
ning starters. Freshmen Maggie Komel,
Sara Thompson, and Marla Hoisted will
also compete for forward positions. The
team is set at guard, too. Lisa Larsen
arrived from Western Illinois and clinched
the job as point guard. Backing her will be
freshman Cheryl Gallas, and Laura Pesenti
may see playing time also after sitting out
last season.
When Condie gets her starting lineup
ironed out, she will fit together the pieces
of her 1-4 zone offense. Condie explained
how that will work.
“Each player has a position on the floor
to be responsible for. That way they won’t
be running around into each other.”
SUCH AN OFFENSE demands a lot from
the point guard.
“Lisa Larsen has a lot of experience,”
said Condie. “She’s going to be the leader
figure.”
Larsen will lead the offense that has
more than enough speed to mount an effec¬
tive fastbreak. Since the Chaps don’t have
imposing height that could be the key to
scoring points.
“We just have to get the organization for
it. We’re going to be an offensive team.”
DEFENSE IS ANOTHER story. The Chaps
are a little bit weak at that end of the floor.
“Our strongest defense is the 1-2-2 zone
but we’ll do everything,” said Condie.
CD will open the season Friday, Dec. 4,
at home against Kishwaukee. The follow¬
ing Tuesday they entertain Wright. The
best chance for a victory will be in the
opener.

Still, they were no match for a patient,
workmanlike CD performance. Kankakee
had blown away most of their opposition,
but Tuesday the fuse was never lit.
The Chaps took an 8-6 lead early and
never trailed. With 3:33 left, Eric Moyer
made a three point play, giving the Chaps
a nine point lead. There were a few ner¬
vous moments down the stretch but the
lead proved large enough. A pair of free
throws by Greg Kennedy, that made the
score 56-53 with 19 seconds, clinched
things. The Chaps are now 5-0.
AFTERWARDS THE CD coaching staff,
players and small band of spectators were
electrified.
“We’ve been waiting for that for a long
time,” said coach Don Klaas. “A really big
win, we played an outstanding team
game.”
CD played the entire game with a lead
that ranged from as high as ten to just one
with 30 seconds left. At times they were on
the verge of running away with the game.
Other times they stalled briefly, and the
Cavaliers looked set to lower the boom.
KANKAKEE RAN A trapping full court
and three quarter court press for 40
minutes. It’s the type of press that can
score a bunch of points in the blink of an
eye. And along with a quick, pattern of¬
fense it’s what’s made Kankakee the best
team in the area, at least.
But by and large the Chaps nullified the
press, and even broke it more than a few
times with breakaway layups.
THE CHAPS USED patience, restraint,
and the full ten seconds to bring the ball
over the half court line.
Assistant coach Steve Klaas explained
the Chap strategy.
“Our objective was simply to get the ball
into the half-court offense. We weren’t try¬
ing to score off the press, but our kids were
smart enough to see the layup when it was
there.”

The Chaps even manufactured a few fast
breaks when Kankakee overplayed their
pressure. Kennedy led two picture-perfect
fast breaks, once feeding Bo Ellis, who had
15 points, another time hitting Jeff Kamin¬
sky.
Kennedy isn’t supposed, to have the
quickness to do that, and to help break one
of the most feared presses in the state, but
the sophomore did it Tuesday. Fighting to
regain the starting job he had last year,
Kennedy had six assists and six points.
ELLIS WAS ANOTHER key to the win; he
came off the bench for John Williams and
snared 7 rebounds in addition to his 15
points. And as always Eric Moyer led the
team in scoring and rebounding. Moyer
had 19 points, most of them from inside
and grabbed 8 rebounds.
After the game a shaken Kankakee
coach Denny Lehnus fielded questions
from reporters. When asked to
characterize his team’s effort, Lehnus
laughed bitterly, paused, and said, “Ex¬
tremely poorly. It was the worst defensive
effort we’ve had all year.”
Lehnus was asked if the Chaps were the
best team his Cavaliers have played this
year.
“Not talentwise,” he said quickly. “Not
that they’re not the best coached or the
best on this night, but no, not talentwise.’
CD SHOT BETTER than Kankakee, both
from the field-(21-40) and from the line (1420). They had great success in getting the
ball inside. They also did a job rebounding,
outrebounding the smaller visitors 28-17.
The Cavaliers had the edge in turnovers
but not enough to balance the final score.
Many observers of the Chaps’ have said
that the key to their season would be how
they handled quicker teams. Well, they did
that Tuesday night. The Kankakee time
bomb never did stop ticking.
“They didn’t know how to lose but we
showed them how,” said Klaas.

“If I go by last year, it’s going to be a
real easy opener,” said Condie.
Last year the only team the Chaps’ beat
was Kishwaukee. They were 0-20 against
everybody else. Condie is confident that
won’t happen again. If it does, another CD
women’s basketball coach will bite the
dust.

COACH LORI CONDIE observes her two prize pupils, Lisa Larsen at
left, and Maria Marroquin. The pair will lead a team that, for once, has
some hope.
photo by Ken Ford

Grapplers struggling
with tough opposition
Operating without people in two weight
classes, CD’s wrestling team opened its
1981 season against tough competition last

LISA LARSEN WILL be CD's play maker when Chaps open season, Fri¬
day Dec 4 at home. Larsen is a transfer from Western Illinois.
photo by Ken Ford
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month.
The Chaps wrestled in a quad-meet in
Muskegon, Mich., Nov. 20-21, and won one
of four matches despite having to forfeit 12
points at the start of each.
“WE DON’T HAVE a 167-pounder or a
heavyweight,” said Coach Al Kaltofen.
“We’re not a full team yet and we’ll have
to struggle for a bit.”
DuPage struggled enough to whip host
Muskegon, 29-20, before losing to a pair of
four-year colleges. Grand Valley State (3616) and Ferris State (38-18). Then they
forfeited a third weight class due to injury
and lost to a revamped Muskegon team,
34-18.
The outstanding performer in the tour¬
nament for DuPage was 177-pound
sophomore Pat Summerville of Glendale

Heights, who recorded a 4-0 record with
two pins. He never surrendered more than
two points in any match.
RECORDING 3-1 records for the Chaps
were freshmen Greg Alvarez (134 pounds!
of Addison, Roger McCausland (H8
pounds) and Joe Adamczyk (190 pounds),
both of Wheaton.
Freshman Mark Barron of Aurora split
his four decisions at 150 pounds, and team¬
mate Marty Kokocinski of Naperville won
two of three matches, but none at the same
weight.
A natural 142-pounder, Kokocinski ap"
pears to be Kaltofen’s ace in the hole
Short at some of the heavier weights fof
the meet, Kaltofen moved Kokocinski first
to 150 pounds (where he won), and then to
158 pounds (where he won again). He later
moved up to the 167-pound weight class
where he dropped a one-point decision.

